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National positive initiatives
- Ministry provides 5 million euros for 100 additional female professors
- Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) has special grants for women
- NWO aims for gender balance in grant awarding committees
- NWO aims for gender balance in funded proposals
- National funding for women associations
- Organisations devoted to promoting science

Local initiatives at universities
- Nanny fund for traveling while taking care of small children
- Females only tenure track positions
- Diversity offices

EWM-NL actions
- Mentor network
- Grants
- Events
- Workshops for career building
- Lobbying for gender sensitive policy (on local and national levels)

Membership of EWM-NL
(Dutch Association of female Mathematicians)

“*We are proud of our male members!*

Membership of the KWG
(Dutch Royal Mathematical Society)

Funding by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) in 2014
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Contact
www.EWMnetherlands.nl
info@EWMnetherlands.nl
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